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Flourish is a medical app that streamlines the process of finding providers 
specifically in the field of women’s health. In a space where women’s concerns are 
not being heard, Flourish offers the tools to research, rate and review specialists 

ranging from OB/GYNs to fertility specialists and therapists. 

Hypothesis

If women are given the tools they 
need to stay informed on their 
health, they can effectively 
research medical providers and 
improve access to quality care. 

Research Goals
Optimize search results 
through a filtered search bar 
or provider speciality 

Create a research environment that 
informs and doesn’t overwhelm

Offer a way to keep track of 
preferred providers. 

94.5 

Overview

Average System 
Usability Scale Score

above average according 
to usability.gov

89% 

Average Pass / 
Fail Success Rate

based on a 95% 
confidence interval

26 secs 
based on a 95% 

confidence interval

Average Time on 
Task Rate

https://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/system-usability-scale.html
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Participants & Data

Who They Are
Five women aged 30 - 60
In the metro-Atlanta area

Spend an average of 37 
hours a week using apps

Target Market 
Have used an app to maintain their general or 
reproductive health 

Believe in the importance of app privacy

While there were plans to include participants in their 20s,  
I was unable to recruit anyone in that age range.

Participants

Quantitative Data
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Percent Correct, By Task

5 out of 7 tasks had a 
100% task success rate. 

Pass / Fail Results

— Participant on  
the Flourish interface

It’s pretty much set 
up like other apps 
that I would use. It 
wasn’t too difficult 
to figure out how to 
do things.”

“
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Data

Qualitative Data

Tasks
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comfortable
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friendly
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convenient

creative

simplistic
helpful collaborative

effective

Time On Task Results
The last 4 tasks were timed to see how 
quickly participants can complete 
basic things like entering insurance 
information, updating their favorites 
list and finding privacy policy info. 

Each task was completed successfully 
with an average of less than 60 
seconds. 

Flourish is designed to be calm 
and clear in its appearance and 
content. These qualities were 
reflected in the Microsoft 
Reaction Cards participants 
chose to describe the app. 
Words displayed in bold were 
used twice or more to express 
what they experienced. 

Everything’s right in your 
face. It’s literally only 4 
clicks to get to anything.” 

“

— Participant on 
navigation speed
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Findings & Changes

Key Findings
In addition to qualitative and quantitative data, key findings were determined by taking the 
most insightful quotes from participant transcripts and organizing them in Figma by category: 
overall design, content and reviews/ratings. Commentary on these areas came up the most 
during testing.   

MAJOR ISSUES

MINOR ISSUES

SOLUTIONS
Participants realized the search bar 
only filters providers by name and 
adapted by relying on the search by 
specialty icons instead.

This issue has been ongoing since 
the Alpha phase. I’ve recently found 
code that should also filter by 
location, specialty and keyword.

Participants didn’t know they 
could swipe horizontally to see 
more reviews.

Add directional arrows to each 
review to indicate that users can 
swipe left to view more. 

Only 2 out of 5 participants were 
able to change their review 
preferences to anonymous 

Add an option to toggle anonymous 
reviews on the review page in 
addition to the option on the 
preferences page. 

Some participants noted there was 
no info on whether a provider was 
accepting new patients or a list of 
accepted insurance.

Add sections on accepted 
insurance and new patient status 
for an even more comprehensive 
detail page.

NOTABLE PATTERN
Three participants commented that while the app was simple for them to navigate, it might not be 
as simple for their mothers or older women in their family. It would be interesting to see if there is a 
correlation between age and tech knowledge with an app like Flourish.   

https://www.figma.com/file/yOgTI7ipl5LAgoVBtjzIYf/Flourish-UX-Testing-Quotes?node-id=0%3A1&t=6vSRXwY7tivS78e5-1
https://www.figma.com/file/yOgTI7ipl5LAgoVBtjzIYf/Flourish-UX-Testing-Quotes?node-id=0%3A1&t=6vSRXwY7tivS78e5-1
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Appendix

a. User Experience Research Plan

b. Signed Consent Forms

c. Pre + Post Test Survey Responses 

d. Transcripts

e. Task Tables

f. System Usability Scale Questionnaires

g. Data Collection Spreadsheets

h. Testing Videos

Links to the following appendices can be found on Google Drive. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1kAZR7_uWJvSKPpnyLCDIGjeUVyltNv5-?usp=share_link

